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unlawful police conduct, impact of, 151
administrative searches, 173
firearms industry, requirements for, 173
liquor industry, requirements for, 173
personal effects, desks, and lockers, searches of, 173–74
regulatory compliance, assurance of, 173
administrative security screenings, 174–76
consent analysis of, 175
international borders, searches at, 174
public safety interests, protecting, 174
purpose of, 174
screening checkpoints at public buildings, 175
subway entrances, 176
administrative traffic checkpoints, 63–64. Also see sobriety checkpoints.
authorizing statute, adherence to, 64
Fourth Amendment application to, 64
purpose of, 64
aerial surveillance, 154–55
searches, exemption from, 154
affidavits for search warrants, 197–99. Also see drafting affidavits.
challenges to, 199
connection with criminal activity, establishing, 214
defined, 197
harmony with warrant, requirement for, 210
officer’s credibility and experience, 215
Aguilar-Spinelli test, 207
hearsay information, application to, 207
probable cause, application to, 200
anonymous tips, stops based on, 40–41
factors that bolster reliability of, 40–41
impaired drivers, identification of, 40
quantity and quality of information, sufficiency of, 40
anonymous tipster role in establishing probable cause, 202
anticipatory search warrants, 207–08
benefits of, 208
probable cause, issues regarding, 208
purpose of, 208
standard for consideration of, 208
arrest indications in custody determinations, 125
arrest warrants, 82–95. Also see warrantless arrests.
benefits of, 83
Constitutional provisions, 83
fair probability, defined, 82
probable cause as factor, 76
statutory provisions, 83
time limitations, 83
arrests, defining, 70–75
arrests, making, 70–75. Also see exigent circumstances; hot pursuit; probable cause to arrest; Vienna Convention arrest.
authoritative commands, issuance of, 73–74
confine in patrol car, 74
custody, factors determining, 71
exit route, blocking of, 73
handcuffs or other restraints, use of, 73
intention, issues regarding, 70–71
investigative stops, distinguishing from, 72
length of detention, 74
Miranda warning, issues regarding, 75
movements of suspects, issues regarding, 74
nature of questioning, 74
numerous officers, presence of, 72
physical restraint, 72
weapons, display of, 72
arrests, place of, 83–86
entering a residence, prohibitions against, 83–84
entering a third party’s home, requirements regarding, 85–86
knocking at door, issues regarding, 85
misdemeanor arrest warrants, requirements regarding, 84
options regarding, 83–84
Steagald rule, provisions of, 85
valid felony arrest warrant and home entry, 84
arson detector dogs, 273
assistance in execution of warrant, 233–34
civilian assistance, permissibility of, 233
civilian experts, involvement of, 233
news media personnel, allowance for, 234
other law enforcement agencies, support from, 233
audiotaping, undisclosed, 254
authority to consent to search, 161–66
co-residents, issues regarding, 163
computer files, search of, 161
consent of children, issues regarding, 161
joint access, consideration of, 161
means of expressing, 165–66
reasonable basis for determining authority, 163
scope of the consent, determining, 165
spousal consent, 161
stolen property, searches of, 163
third-party consent, acceptance of, 161
vehicle, consent to search, 162
automobile searches, 166–68
  automobile exception, limitations on, 168
closed containers, issues regarding, 167
control of vehicles, issues regarding, 167
small objects as probable cause, 167
warrantless searches, justification for, 166
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batch strikes as nonlethal force tools, 109–10
biometric identifiers, issues regarding, 246–50
compelling use of biometric identifiers, factors regarding, 247
compulsion to provide, 246
device ownership, establishing, 247
fingerprints, providing of, 248
foregone conclusion doctrine, application of, 248–49
boats, canine sniffs of, 269
Coast Guard use of detector dogs, 269
body cavity searches, 228–29
body wires, issues regarding, 253–54
booking questions, review in defining interrogation, 127
booking searches, 188–89
  suspicion of concealing contraband, requirement for, 188
border search doctrine
  viewing cell phone memories, application to, 253
bus interdictions, 264–65
  canine sniffs of luggage, 264

C
canine sniffs, 60–61, 151–52, 260–62. Also see canine sniffs on school property;
detaining vehicle to wait for detector dogs; detector dogs, establishing reliability of;
package interdiction due to canine sniffs; vehicle sniffs by canines, contraband, issues regarding, 152
drug-detection dogs, use of, 61
expectations of privacy regarding, 261
extension of detention, consideration of, 60
exterior of vehicle, conduct of, 60
marijuana odor, detection of, 261–62
necessary care in performing, 61
probable cause created by, 152, 261
ruled to not be searches, 260
canine sniffs on school property, 265–66
parking lots, inclusion of, 265
school locker sniffs, coordination with school officials, 265–66
canine use of force. Also see deadly force, canine exception to; felony suspect apprehension, canine use in; find and bite philosophy; misdemeanor suspect apprehension, canine; warning requirement for deployment of dog, circumstances dictating canine use, 276
deployment of dog, questions regarding, 277
liability protection, 283
necessity of using deadly force, prevention of, 276
principles regulating, 276
service dog bite, liability for, 277
unintended bites, consequence of, 283
cell phone calls, interception of, 250
cell phone memories, viewing, 250–53
border search doctrine, application to, 253
dangers presented by cell phone, evaluation of, 251
phone evidence, suppression of, 252
public safety exigencies, consideration of, 252
search incident to arrest doctrine, application of, 251
suspect arrest, devise access options, 250

cell phone tracking, 255–57. Also see cell site simulators.
cell site location information, obtaining, 255–56
exigent circumstances, consideration of, 256
pen register device, use of, 255
Pen Register Statute provisions, 255
probable cause requirement, 255
reduced cause standard, application of, 255
Stored Communications Act, provisions for, 255, 257
third-party doctrine, application of, 256
cell site simulators, 257–58
cell phone locations, determining, 257
exigent circumstances, consideration of, 258
purpose of, 257
chemical aerosol sprays as nonlethal force tools, 109
child pornography site access role in establishing probable cause, 204
cloud-based personal assistant devices, obtaining, 245–46
communications-intercept warrants application for, 239
probable cause affidavits, filing of, 239
state public safety agencies, application for, 239
community caretaker responsibility
exigent circumstances, application to, 180
person’s welfare, checking on, 3
vehicle impoundment, justification for, 179
computer keyboard keylogging, 242–43
computer searches, 229–33
concerns regarding computers, 229–30
e-mail transmissions, issues regarding, 232
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, provisions of, 232
Federal Bureau of Investigation, assistance for, 230
Federal Guidelines for Searching and Seizing Computers, provisions of, 230
forensic technology expertise, need for, 232
illegal images, discovery of, 231–32
plain view doctrine, application of, 230
Privacy Protection Act, application to, 231
probable cause, development of, 231
scope of search, determining, 231
search warrants for, drafting of, 230
searches in controlled environment, need for, 230
services of experts, securing, 230
technical challenges regarding, 230
U.S. Attorney’s Office, assistance for, 230
confession, voluntariness of, 118–23
coercion, consequences of, 118
coercion, factors determining, 121–23
defendant challenges of, 118
false statements, allowance of, 119–20
invalidation of confession, consequences of, 118
persistence of interrogating, consideration of, 119
physical abuse, consequences of, 120
promises of leniency, consideration of, 122–23
psychological pressure, consideration of, 120
recordings, issues regarding, 123
trickery or deception, consideration of, 119
consent to searches. See authority to consent to search; voluntariness in consent to search.
constructive possession and probable cause, 77–79
constructive possession defined, 77
factors indicating constructive possession, 77–95
correctional facilities, use of force in, 111
excessive force claims, 111
correctional institution visitor searches, 189–90
reasonable suspicion basis for search, 189
visitor leaving, prevention of, 189
currency, canine sniffs of, 267
curtilage, 152–54
curtilage doctrine, application of, 154
defined, 152
scope of, determining, 152
searches, restrictions on, 152
custody, factors determining, 71, 123–26
form of interrogation, 126
four general factors regarding, 124
indications of arrest, 125
investigative focus, 125
length of questioning, 126
site of interrogation, 124
time of day, 126
D
deadly force, 98
escape prevention, 98
in situations created by officer, 98
officer liability for, 98
deadly force, canine exception to, 277–78
dog training, consideration of, 277
factors determining deadly force, 277
detaining vehicle to wait for detector dog, 269–71
officer's diligence, consideration of, 270
reasonable wait, determining, 269
detector dogs, establishing reliability of, 271–72
certification programs, training in, 271
dog training, documentation of, 271
evidence required to establish reliability, 271–72
detention, guidelines regarding. See investigative detention.
Also see biometric identifiers, issues regarding.
diplomatic immunity, 90–91
basis for, 90
criminal charges, options for, 91
levels of, 90
privileges under, 91
DNA Analysis Backlog Elimination Act, special government needs searches, application to, 185
DNA sampling of arrestees, 91–92
documentary evidence searches, 214–15
business records, description of, 215
First Amendment free speech implications, 214
pornographic material, searches for, 214
drafting affidavits, 215–19
conclusions, support for, 216
criminal activity, reference to, 216
newer officers, challenges for, 215
officer's credibility and experience, establishing, 215
power writing, advice regarding, 217–19
property sought, reference to, 216
rules of grammar, adherence to, 217–19
driver and occupants during stop, options regarding, 54
drug courier profile stops, 39
independent reason for stop, need for, 39
problems regarding, 39
race or ethnicity issues, 39
drug interdiction indicators, 44–51
factors supporting reasonable suspicion, 45–51
illegal drug activity, clues regarding, 44–45
drugs and alcohol inquiries during stop, 43–44
reasonable suspicion requirement for, 43–44
state regulations regarding, 44
transporting illegal drugs or precursors, 44
e-mail messages, access to, 241–42
reasonable grounds requirement for, 242
search warrant requirements for, 241
Stored Communications Act provisions, 241
USA PATRIOT Act provisions, 242
electronic communications issues, 238–39
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, provisions for, 238
expectation of privacy, recognition of, 238
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, provisions for, 238
monitoring of, permissibility, 238
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, provisions for, 238
Stored Communications Act, provisions for, 238
USA PATRIOT Act, provisions for, 238
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 238
computer searches, application to, 232
electronic device access
foregone conclusion doctrine, application to, 248–50
passcodes to decrypt digital devices, obtaining, 247–50
searches for digital devices, 247
electronic surveillance, 238.
Also see digital device access; internet traffic, interception of.
computer keyboard keylogging, 242–43
one-party consent for monitoring, 242
electronic surveillance law, 238–39
complexity of, 238
evanescence evidence searches, 182–84
DUI arrests, application to, 182
evidence susceptible to rapid deterioration, consideration of, 182
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act consideration of, 183
physical evidence, application to, 182
warrantless blood draws, permissibility of, 184
warrantless seizures, allowance for, 182
evidence, obtaining through use of force, 110–11
attempt to swallow evidence, issues regarding, 110
endangerment, avoidance of, 110
forced blood draws, 110
significant need requirement, 110
three factors in assessing, 110
Winston v. Lee ruling regarding, 110
excessive force in arrests, 98–99
questions regarding, 98
exigent circumstances, 83–88
absence of, 83–86
defined, 86
evidence preservation, need for, 88
hot pursuit, relation to, 87
limits on application of, 86
warrantless compliance, excuse of, 86
exigent circumstances search exception, 179–82.
Also see booking searches; correctional institution visitor searches; evanescent
evidence searches; inmate and cell searches; special government needs searches. Community caretaker functions, conduct of, 180
Emergency aid doctrine, application of, 180
Exigency caused by police, consideration of, 179
Hot pursuit justification for, 181
Justification for, 181
Justification for warrantless entries, 179
Missing child, search for, 181
Murder scenes, application to, 179
Officers’ safety, threat to, 179
Probation and parole searches
Public safety, threat to, 179
Exit route blocking in arrest determination, 73
Expectation of privacy, 148–49
Activities exempt from, 149
Contexts for, 148
Impact of, 148
Legality of a search, challenge to, 148
Extent of the search, 220–22
Ending of search, 221
General rule governing, 220
Reasonable extensiveness of, 221
Reasonable time requirement, 221
Surroundings, inclusion of, 221
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Fair probability and arrest warrants, 82
False statements in obtaining search warrants, 197–99
Material omissions of fact, 198
Probable cause findings, influence on, 199
Reckless disregard for truth, 197
Suppression of evidence, 198
Federal Guidelines for Searching and Seizing Computers, 230
Felony arrests, 82
Use of force during, 98
Felony suspect apprehension, canine use in, 281–82
Court treatment of, 281
Guidelines for deployments, 281–82
Field tests, searches, exemptions from, 159
Find and bite philosophy, 276–77
Bite and hold vs. bark and hold, study comparison, 276–77
Biting a suspect, allowance for, 276
Engagement of suspect, factors regarding, 276
Find and bark philosophy, alternative to, 276
Fingerprinting arrestees, 91
First Amendment, documentary evidence searches, application to, 214
Force, appropriate application of, 102–04
Factors to consider before use of force, 104
Force continuum use in determining, 102
Force options chart use in determining, 102–04
Force, specialized applications of. See tactical teams, use of force.
Force to obtain evidence. See evidence, obtaining through use of force.
Force tools, alternative. See nonlethal force tools.
force, use in felony arrests, 98
deadly force, issues regarding, 98
officer liability for, 98
force, use in misdemeanor arrest, 99
force, use of, 112. Also see improper use of force.
reporting, 112
force, use to maintain order, 99–100
weapon use, 99
force used to gain compliance, 99–100
forced blood draws, 110–11
Winston factors applied to, 111
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, electronic communications provisions, 238
Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause, application to profiling stops, 38
Fourth Amendment, 148
administrative traffic checkpoints, application to, 64
exclusionary rule provisions, 199
legitimate expectation of privacy, significance of, 148
searches, defined, 148–49
searches, restrictions on, 148
warrantless arrests, provisions regarding, 83
fresh pursuit, doctrine of, 88–89
defined, 88
hot pursuit, differentiation from, 88
pursuit of felony suspect, application to, 88
frisks, basis for, 17–18. Also see plain touch doctrine.
articulable suspicions, requirements for, 18
dangerous circumstances, issues regarding, 21
factors justifying a frisk, 18–22
officer conduct, consideration of, 22
reasonable suspicion detentions, requirements regarding, 17
scope of Terry frisks, 21–22
stop-and-frisk practices, approval of, 18
Terry v. Ohio, impact of, 18–22
use of force, requirements regarding, 23–24

G
global positioning satellite tracking devices, monitoring, 254
Graham factors, 115
consideration in improper use of force, 114
excessive use of force analysis, 115
Graham v. Connor analysis for alternative force to, 108

H
hand-off stops, 67
handcuffing as nonlethal force tools, 109
handcuffs or other restraints use in arrest determining, 73
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, evanescent evidence searches, application to, 183
hearsay information
Aguilar-Spinelli test, application to, 207
corroboration, need for, 207
Homeland Security Act, application to terrorist profile stops, 40
homeland security detentions, 11–13
aliens, issues regarding, 11
bomb reports, impact of, 12
immigration law enforcement, issues regarding, 11–12
information known or reasonably believed, guidelines, 11
purchase of materials used for explosives, 12
suspects’ ethnicity, guidelines regarding, 11
threats of chemical or biological exposure, impact, 13
tips from citizens or informants, impact of, 12
homes, canine sniffs of, 268
detector dog lawfully inside a house, consideration of, 268
detector dogs on private property, requirements regarding, 268
publicly accessible areas around home, sniffs of, 268
residential doors, prohibitions regarding, 268
hot pursuit, 81, 86–88
as exigent circumstances search exception, 181
defined, 87
evidence preservation, need for, 87
exception to the warrant requirement, 87
exigent circumstances, relation to, 87
fresh pursuit, differentiation from, 88
implication of, 87

identification, detention for, 15–17
duration of detention, requirements for, 17
eyewitness identification, 15
show-up process, defined, 15
transporting suspect, avoidance of, 15
witnesses, detention of, 16
identification issues, 7–8. Also see identification, detention for; identification of passengers in traffic stops.
documents, requirements regarding, 7
expectation of privacy, 7
state statutes regarding, 7
identification of passengers in traffic stops, 55–58
asking, permissibility of, 55–57
asking vs. requiring, 55
bright-line rule regarding, 56–57
detention extension, issues regarding, 58
passenger refusal, options regarding, 56
proper requests, 57–58
seizure of passengers, 57
warrant checks, permissibility of, 57
immigration law enforcement, issues regarding, 11–12
impaired drivers, warrantless arrest of, 87
improper use of force, 112–15
civil rights investigation of, 112
de-escalation in the force analysis, application of, 113
federal criminal liability for, 112
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Graham factors, consideration of, 114–15
qualified immunity, application of, 112, 116
informant issues, 13–15
anonymous informants, concerns regarding, 13–14
anonymous tips, corroborating, 14
citizen informants, 15
degree of detail, 14
paid informants, 14
reasonable suspicion, guidelines for, 13
reliability, assessment of, 13
informant role in establishing probable cause, 202–05
confidential informants, 202
declarations against penal interest, 203
good citizens, 201
multiple, independent informants, 203
unwitting informants, 204
information, determining
staleness of, 205–07
challenges based on, 205–07
factors regarding, 205
prior convictions, consideration of, 206
promptness of service of warrant, consideration of, 206
initial detentions. See traffic detentions.
inmate and cell searches, 187–88
expectation of privacy, lack of, 187
strip-searches, permissibility of, 188
internet traffic, interception of, 243–46
cloud-based personal assistant devices, obtaining, 245
false identities, use of, 244
freedom to access social media posts, 244
interrogation, defining, 126–30
functional equivalent of interrogation, consideration of, 128
questioning by those who are not police personnel, 129–30
routine booking questions, consideration of, 127
Supreme Court definition of, 126
volunteered statements, consideration of, 128–29
interrogation form in custody determinations, 126
interrogation site in custody determination, 124
interview and interrogation
interrogation flow chart, 146
inventories of seized property, 176–79
crime rate in location, consideration of, 178
impounds, valid reason for, 177
justification for, 176
officer’s motives, consideration of, 176
searches of impounded vehicles, 177
vehicle impoundment for community caretaking concerns, 179
investigative detention, 4–24.
Also see homeland security detentions; personal identification, demand for;
reasonable suspicion; seizures.
basis for, 17
use of force, requirements for, 23–24
investigative focus in custody determinations, 125
investigative roadblocks, 62–63
dissemination of information, permissibility of, 63
game enforcement checkpoints, permissibility of, 63
general crime control roadblocks, prohibition against, 62
tailoring and targeting of, need for, 62

J
jailhouse informants, issues regarding, 141

K
knock-and-announce rule, 223–25. Also see no-knock warrants.
exceptions to, 223–25
validity of, 224–25
violations of, 224

L
liability protection for canine programs, 283
limited frisks of persons, 228

M
Michigan v. Sitz, ruling on roadblocks, 61
minimization in wiretap activities, 240
Miranda decision, 118. Also see confession, voluntariness of; custody, factors determining; interrogation, defining.
core ruling of, 118
criminal procedure issues regarding, 118
custody and interrogation, application to, 118
form of warnings, 133
Miranda rights, waiver of, 133–45
attorney presence, consideration of, 134
effectiveness of, determining, 133–34
implied waiver, determining, 133–34
requests for counsel, impact of, 135–36
voluntariness of waiver, 134–35
Miranda warnings, 135–36. Also see Miranda warnings, exemptions from; requests for counsel, impact of.
arrest determination, 75
custodial interrogation without warning, 139
equivocal responses to, impact of, 135–36
exclusionary rule applied to violation, 145
incarcerated persons, issues regarding, 141–43
non-testimonial evidence, exemption from, 144
probationers/parolees, issues regarding, 143
repeating warning as precaution, 136
right to silence, invocation of, 137
statements taken without, options regarding, 145
Miranda warnings, exemptions from, 139–40
general on-scene questioning,
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non-testimonial evidence, 144
public safety concerns, impact of, 139–40
routine traffic stops, 139
misdemeanor arrests, 79–82
grounds for, 80–82
officer’s presence, consequence of, 79
used of force during, 99
misdemeanor suspect apprehension, canine use in, 278–80
deployment of dogs, permissibility of, 279–80
prohibitions against, 278
suspects fleeing, issues regarding, 278–79
movements of suspect in arrest determination, 74

N
no-knock warrants, 223–25
alternatives to, 224
drug dealing suspicions, consideration of, 223
knock-and-announce rule, exceptions to, 223
officer observations, consideration of, 223
reasonable suspicion, requirement for, 223
sufficient circumstances for issuance, 224
non-traffic matters, questioning about, 41–43
limitations on questions, 42–43
officer’s mission during stop, defined, 41
prolonging stop, options regarding, 41–43
suspicionless incidental questioning, options regarding, 42
travel plans, questions regarding, 43
nonlethal force tools, 108–10
as alternatives to deadly force, 108
baton strikes, 109–10
chemical aerosol sprays, 109
circumstances dictating use of, 108
Graham v. Connor analysis, application to, 108
handcuffing, 109
nonlethal quality, acknowledgment of, 108
pepper spray, 109
O
officer role in establishing probable cause, 201
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
amendment of, 238
electronic communications provisions, 238
one-party consent monitoring, 242
open fields, searches of, 152–54.
Also see curtilage.
efforts to conceal, impact of, 153
fencing or enclosures, impact of, 153
probable cause, lack of need for, 152
suspicion, lack of need for, 152
use of the area, impact of, 153
P
package interdiction due to canine sniffs, 266–67
assessing reasonable delay in parcel delivery, 266
reasonable suspicion requirements, 266

time limitations, 266

U.S. Postal Service narcotics package profile, 266

pager memories, viewing. See cell phone memories, viewing.

parcel tracking, warrants for, 254–55

particularity requirements in drafting warrants. Also see warrant encompassing all persons present. apartment complexes, description difficulties, 211

criminal trespass, issues regarding, 211

diagrams and photographs, use of, 210

general, exploratory searches, prevention of, 209

harmony of affidavit and warrant, need for, 210

location to be searched, description details, 209

particularity requirement, purpose of, 208

persons or things to be seized, description requirements, 212

property sought, difficulty in describing, 213

rural locations, description difficulties, 211

sufficiently particular descriptions, 212–13

technical deficiencies in description, impact of, 209

weakness in description, impact of, 210

passengers in traffic stops, 54–58. Also see identification of passengers in traffic stops.

walking away, prevention of, 54–55

Payton rule, 84

exceptions to, 86–88

force to enter suspect’s home, application to, 104

provisions of, 84

Pen Register Statute, cell phone tracking, provisions for, 255

pen registers, 241. Also see trap-and-trace devices.

application for, content of, 241

defined, 241

Pen Register Statute, provisions of, 241

use in cell phone tracking, 255

warrant for, issuance of, 241

pepper spray

as nonlethal force tools, 109

suspect possession of, 102

persons present at target location, 227–28

authority to detain persons, 227

limited frisks of persons, 228

probable cause for searching, 227

photographic lineup identifications, 92–94

double-blind administration, application to, 92–93

filler photos, practices regarding, 94

invalidation of, 94

presumption of reliability regarding, 92

process, administration of, 92

simultaneous presentation, use of, 93

video-recording of, benefits of, 94

photographing arrestees, 91
physical evidence, role in establishing probable cause, 207

physical restraint in arrest determination, 72

plain hearing, 157–59
controlled substances, identification of, 159
criminal activity discussions, overhearing, 157

plain smell, warrantless search, justification for, 157

plain touch doctrine, 24, 168–69
basic requirements for, 169
defined, 24
immediately apparent requirement, 24

plain view, 155–57
discoveries during search execution, 228
evidence of other crimes, seizure of, 213
incriminating nature of item, significance of, 155
lawful presence of officer, requirement for, 155
plainly visible items, seizure of, 155
probable cause, 155
situations leading to plain view seizures, 156–57

plain view doctrine, application to computer searches, 230

pole cameras, 258
purpose of, 258

pretextual detentions, 36–41.
Also see anonymous tips, stops based on; drug courier profile stops; profiling stops; see roadblocks; terrorist profile stops.
administrative schemes, issues regarding, 37
drug crime investigation stops, issues regarding, 37

hand-off stops, 67
pretext doctrine, state application of, 36–37
regulatory schemes, issues regarding, 37
wall stops, 67
Whren v. United States, impact of, 36–38

prisons, canine sniffs in, 268
limitations on, 268
Privacy Protection Act, computer searches, application to, 231
probable cause, 200–07
basis of knowledge for establishing, 207
child pornography site access, 204
constitutional definition of, 200
controlled purchase of drugs, 204
corroborated by investigation, 203
establishing in affidavit, 201
establishing, requirements for, 201
past reliability role in establishing, 202
prior cases use in establishing, 202
sources of, 201–05
specificity and detail support for, 204
surveillance in establishing, 203
two-part test for evaluating, 200
probable cause affidavits, drafting, 82
probable cause to arrest, 75.
Also see constructive possession and probable cause.
arrest warrants, 76

crimes observed by officers, 76

informants, 76

sources of probable cause to arrest, 76–77

specialized training, reliance on, 76

standard for, 75

probation and parole searches, 185–87

conditional liberty, impact of, 185

Fourth Amendment rights, consideration of, 187

probation and parole agents, conduct by, 186

reasonable suspicion basis for, 185–87

profiling stops, 38–39

bias-based policing, combatting, 39

Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause, provisions of, 38

pretext stops, differentiation from, 38

racially motivated seizure, consequences of, 38

protective sweeps of premises, 226–27

conduct of, 226

injured victims, protection of, 227

justification for, 226

public housing checkpoints, 65–66

unlawfulness of, 65

questioning by police, guidelines for, 2

questioning duration in custody determinations, 126

radiological examination in obtaining evidence, 229

reasonable suspicion, 6–7. Also see frisks, basis for.

basis for investigative determination, 4

defined, 6–7

detentions under, duration, 8

determination of, 17

informant issues regarding, 13

sources of reasonable suspicion, 8–11

recording statements made to a government agent, 253–54

remotely communicated search warrants, 225–26

federal procedures for, 225

probable cause standards for, 225

time limitation for, 226

warrant application, requirements for, 226

requests for counsel, impact of, 135–36

attempts to interrogate, issues regarding, 137–39

case-specific nature of right, 144

conversation initiated by subject, consideration of, 138

effective invocation, determining, 135

explicit request, requirements regarding, 136

formally charged suspect, speaking with, 144

resisting arrest, 101

officer identification, need for, 101

unlawful arrest, issues regarding, 101
return, search warrant document, 197
right to silence, invocation of, 137
roadblocks, 61–65. Also see administrative traffic checkpoints; investigative roadblocks; public housing checkpoints; sobriety checkpoints.
avoidance of, issues regarding, 64–65
canine sniffs, performed at, 264
border enforcement measures, 61
_Michigan v. Sitz_ ruling on, 61
ruse operations, 66

S
search incident to a lawful arrest, 169–73
arrestee search, permissibility of, 169
body cavity searches, requirements regarding, 172
mobile device, exclusion of, 173
place of arrest requirement, 172
protective sweeps, conduct of, 169
quantum of suspicion standard applied to vehicle stops, 171
search of area within arrestee’s control, permission for, 169
time between arrest and search, impact of, 172
vehicle occupant arrest, issues regarding, 169
search incident to arrest doctrine rationales for, 251
viewing cell phone memories, application to, 251
search warrants, 197–200. Also see extent of the search; no-knock warrants; persons present at target location; remotely communicated search warrants; search warrants, execution of; warrant encompassing all persons present.
affiant, defined, 197
affidavit, defined, 197
area of the search, description of, 219–20
challenges to, 199
court order, requirement for, 197
Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule, provision of, 199–200
good faith exception to exclusionary rule, 200
harmony with affidavit, requirement for, 210
nighttime warrants, good cause for, 222
return, defined, 197
scope of the search, defining, 219
standard of review for, 199
vehicles on premises, search of, 219
search warrants, execution of.
_Also see_ assistance in execution of warrant.
return of service, 235
seized goods, receipt for, 234
service of the warrant document, 234
surreptitious entry warrants, 233
searches, consent for, 51–54
  consensual encounters,
    conversion to, 53
  ending the detention, 53
  reasonable suspicion, lack of
    requirement for, 52
  voluntary encounters, options
    regarding, 52–53
searches, issues regarding, 148–50. Also see abandoned
  property; aerial surveillance; canine sniffs;
  consent to searches; field tests; open field searches;
  plain hearing; plain smell;
  plain view, items in; special
government needs searches.
activities considered not to be
  searches, 149–50
Fourth Amendment provisions,
  148
  legitimate expectation of
    privacy, impact of, 148–49
  private citizens, searches
    conducted by, 158
self-defense, use of force in,
  100–01
service of the warrant document,
  234
silent video monitoring, 243
sobriety checkpoints, 61
  permissibility of, 61
  requirements for, 61
  state statutes controlling, 61
special government needs
  searches, 185
DNA Analysis Backlog
  Elimination Act, provisions
    of, 185
  probable cause requirement,
    impracticality of, 185
Warrant Clause exceptions for,
  185
Steagald rule, 85–86
  defined, 85
  exceptions to, 86
  provisions of, 85
warrantless arrests, application
to, 86
storage unit exterior, canine
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